As an active microwave imaging sensor for the high-resolution earth observation, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has been extensively applied in military, agriculture, geology, ecology, oceanography, etc., due to its prominent advantages of all-weather and all-time working capacity. Especially, in the marine field, SAR can provide numerous high-quality services for fishery management, traffic control, sea-ice monitoring, marine environmental protection, etc. Among them, ship detection in SAR images has attracted more and more attention on account of the urgent requirements of maritime rescue and military strategy formulation. Nowadays, most researches are focusing on improving the ship detection accuracy, while the detection speed is frequently neglected, regardless of traditional feature extraction methods or modern deep learning (DL) methods. However, the high-speed SAR ship detection is of great practical value, because it can provide real-time maritime disaster rescue and emergency military planning. Therefore, in order to address this problem, we proposed a novel high-speed SAR ship detection approach by mainly using depthwise separable convolution neural network (DS-CNN). In this approach, we integrated multi-scale detection mechanism, concatenation mechanism and anchor box mechanism to establish a brand-new light-weight network architecture for the high-speed SAR ship detection. We used DS-CNN, which consists of a depthwise convolution (D-Conv2D) and a pointwise convolution (P-Conv2D), to substitute for the conventional convolution neural network (C-CNN). In this way, the number of network parameters gets obviously decreased, and the ship detection speed gets dramatically improved. We experimented on an open SAR ship detection dataset (SSDD) to validate the correctness and feasibility of the proposed method. To verify the strong migration capacity of our method, we also carried out actual ship detection on a wide-region large-size Sentinel-1 SAR image. Ultimately, under the same hardware platform with NVIDIA RTX2080Ti GPU, the experimental results indicated that the ship detection speed of our proposed method is faster than other methods, meanwhile the detection accuracy is only lightly sacrificed compared with the state-of-art object detectors. Our method has great application value in real-time maritime disaster rescue and emergency military planning.
Introduction
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), an active microwave remote sensing imaging radar capable of observing the earth's surface all-day and all-weather, has a wide range of applications in military, agriculture, geology, ecology, oceanography, etc. In particular, since the United States launched the
1.
A brand-new light-weight network architecture for the high-speed SAR ship detection was established by mainly using DS-CNN; 2.
Multi-scale detection mechanism, concatenation mechanism and anchor box mechanism were integrated into our method to improve the detection accuracy; 3.
The ship detection speed of our proposed method is faster than the current other object detectors, with only a slight accuracy sacrifice compared with the state-of-art object detectors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces C-CNN and DS-CNN. Section 3 introduces our network architecture. Section 4 introduces our ship detection model. Section 5 introduces our experiments. Section 6 presents the results of SAR ship detection. Finally, a summary is made in Section 7.
CNN
In this section, firstly, we will introduce the basic structures of C-CNN and DS-CNN. Afterwards, we will make a comparison of theoretical computational complexity between C-CNN and DS-CNN to show that DS-CNN has lower computational cost.
C-CNN
Convolution neural network (CNN) was first proposed by Lecun et al. in 1998 [36] , which has been successfully applied in speech recognition [37] , face recognition [38] , natural language processing [39] , etc. Especially, in the computer vision (CV) field, CNN has largely surpassed the traditional object detection algorithms in the ImageNet large-scale visual recognition challenge (ILSVRC) [40] . In general, two main factors are contributing to the success of CNN. On the one hand, it can improve the recognition rate for its receptive field [41] similar to human visual cells. On the other hand, it can also effectively reduce the number of network parameters and can alleviate over-fitting by local connection and weight sharing, compared with a fully connected deep neural network. Therefore, in the DL object detection field, CNN has become an extremely important research direction. In this paper, we called the above CNN as conventional CNN (C-CNN). Figure 1a is the basic structure of C-CNN. From Figure 1a , each convolution kernel (K 1 or K 2 or K 3 or K 4 ) needs to convolute all four input channels separately (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 ), then add up the above four convolution operation results to obtain the output of one channel (O 1 or O 2 or O 3 or O 4 ), and finally these four outputs from four different kernels are connected into a whole (O 1 O 2 O 3 O 4 ).
For example, the rough process for the kernel K 1 can be expressed as follows:
where I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , and I 4 are the network inputs, O 1 is one of the network outputs, K 1 is one of the network kernels, and ⊗ denotes the convolution operation. Thus far, many excellent C-CNNs have emerged, such as AlexNet [38] , VGG [42] , GoogLeNet [43] , Darknet [31] , etc., which are used by most of the object detectors to extract features. However, these C-CNNs simultaneously consider both channels and regions [44] , leading to a huge number of Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2483 5 of 37 network parameters. As a result, the detection speed will be inevitably decreased. Therefore, aiming at this problem, DS-CNN emerged. For example, the rough process for the kernel K1 can be expressed as follows:
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DS-CNN
DS-CNN was first proposed by L. Sifre in 2014 [45] , which has been successfully applied to Xception [46] and MobileNet [44] . Especially, DS-CNN has a tremendous application prospect in mobile communication devices and embedded devices for its lighter networks and faster speed. In the DL field, ordinarily, convolution kernels can be regarded as 3D filters (width, height, and channel) for convolution operations, and conventional convolution operations are joint mappings of channel correlations and spatial correlations [46] . Then, it will be beneficial for the reduction of computational complexity if we decouple channel correlations and spatial correlations [46] . For this, DS-CNN successfully decouples channel correlations and spatial correlations to reduce computational complexity, meanwhile it does not make great accuracy sacrifice because C-CNN inherently has some redundancy [45] . Figure 1b is the basic structure of DS-CNN. From Figure 1b , each convolution kernel (K 1 or K 2 or K 3 or K 4 ) needs to convolute only one input channel (I 1 or I 2 or I 3 or I 4 ), then obtain the output of one channel (O 1 or O 2 or O 3 or O 4 ) without summation process, and finally these four outputs from four different kernels are directly connected into a whole (O 1 O 2 O 3 O 4 ).
From Equations (1) and (2), C-CNN has four convolution operations and DS-CNN has only one convolution operation, therefore, DS-CNN simplifies traditional convolution operation, which can obviously reduce the amount of calculation. To be clear, Equations (1) and (2) here are only rough expressions and more rigorous expressions will be introduced in Section 2.3. Figure 2 is the detailed internal operation flow of a DS-CNN. From Figure 2 , a DS-CNN consists of a D-Conv2D and a P-Conv2D. For D-Conv2D in Figure 2a , it performs convolution operations on only one channel, respectively, and generates four results without summing them. Then, for P-Conv2D in Figure 2b , it uses 1 × 1 kernel to perform conventional convolution operations on all results generated before to ensure the same output shape as C-CNN, then the sum is used to generate an output of one channel, and finally all outputs from the above 1 × 1 kernels are connected into a whole as the final output. Through the above two steps, DS-CNN successfully decouples channel correlation and spatial correlation.
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Computational Complexity of C-CNN and DS-CNN
Currently, the mainstream target detectors commonly use C-CNNs to build networks, such as Faster R-CNN, RetinaNet, SSD, YOLO, etc. However, in this paper, we used DS-CNNs to build our network. To verify the lightweight of DS-CNN, we compared the computational complexity of C-CNN and DS-CNN. Figure 3 shows the comparison diagrammatic sketch of C-CNN and DS-CNN. Figure 2b , it uses 1 × 1 kernel to perform conventional convolution operations on all 217 results generated before to ensure the same output shape as C-CNN, then the sum is used to 218 generate an output of one channel, and finally all outputs from the above 1 × 1 kernels are connected 219 into a whole as the final output. Through the above two steps, DS-CNN successfully decouples 220 channel correlation and spatial correlation. 
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and the computational cost of P-Conv2D in Figure 3b is: Assume that the size of images is L × L, the size of the convolution kernel is N conv × N conv × C in , and the number is C conv .
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Therefore, the computational cost of DS-CNN is:
Then, their ratio is:
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2483 7 of 37 where C conv >> 1, and N conv > 1.
Finally,
Therefore, from Formula (8), DS-CNN can effectively reduce computational cost, which can improve the detection speed. Moreover, we also discussed the time complexity of C-CNN and DS-CNN.
The time complexity of C-CNN is:
where N out is the size of the output feature maps, N conv is the size of kernels, C in is the number of the input channels, and C out is the number of the output channels. The time complexity of DS-CNN is:
From Formulas (9) and (10), DS-CNN essentially converts continuous multiplication into continuous addition, so the redundancy of the network gets reduced. As a result, the computational efficiency of the network has been greatly improved. Figure 4 shows the network architecture of our proposed high-speed SAR ship detection system. Our network consists of a backbone network and a detection network, inspired from the experience of MobileNet [44] , YOLO [32] , SSD [33] , and DenseNet [47] . From Figure 4 , in our network, the images to be detected are resized into L × L and the number of channels is 3. In Figure 4 , in our model, to achieve a good tradeoff between accuracy and speed, we set L = 160. Detailed research of the value of L will be introduced in Section 5.4.1.
Network Architecture
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L/32
Detection network-1 (Dropout 0.1%)
Detection network-2 (Dropout 0.1%) In addition, the detection network is composed of three parts (detection network-1, detection network-2 and detection network-3), which means that our network will detect an input SAR image under three different scales (L/32, L/16, and L/8), and then obtain the final ship detection results.
Backbone Network
Next, we will introduce the backbone network and the detection network, respectively.
A backbone network is used to extract ships' features and it is established by using DS-CNN (marked in a red rectangular frame in Figure 4 ) and C-CNN (marked in a blue rectangular frame Figure 4 ). Here, in order to avoid loss of original image information (make full use of input image information), we intentionally only set the first layer (Conv2D_1) as a C-CNN, inspired by the experience of MobileNet [44] .
From Figure 4 , there are 13 DS-CNNs in all in our backbone network, which have enough capability to fully extract ships' features. As is shown in Figure 4 , a D-Conv2D and a P-Conv2D collectively constitute a basic DS-CNN, which has been introduced in Section 2.2. We made all D-Conv2Ds have the same 3 × 3 kernel size to facilitate the analysis of model parameters. Moreover, certainly, the kernel size of all P-Conv2Ds must be 1 × 1 according to the fundamental conception of DS-CNN in Figure 2 of Section 2.2.
Figure 5a,b respectively shows the internal implementation of a C-CNN and a DS-CNN in detail. From Figure 5a , the C-CNN only carries out a Conv2D operation, then passes through batch normalization (BN) layer, and finally enters into the activation function Leaky-ReLU layer to obtain the output of the C-CNN. From Figure 5b , the DS-CNN carries out D-Conv2D operation first, then passes through BN layer, and finally enters into the Leaky-ReLU layer to obtain the output of the D-Conv2D. After that, the output of the D-Conv2D layer is inputted into the P-Conv2D layer. P-Conv2D carries out a pointwise convolution operation, then passes through batch normalization (BN) layer, and finally enters into the activation function Leaky-ReLU layer to obtain the output of the P-Conv2D. The output of the P-Conv2D is that of the DS-CNN. Here, BN can accelerate deep network training by reducing internal covariate shift [48] , which
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Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2483 9 of 37 where α is a constant and α ∈ (1, +∞). In our model, we set α = 5.5, inspired by the experience of reference [49] . Leaky-ReLU can reduce the possibility of gradient disappearance because it can reduce the occurrence of dead neurons [49] for its nonzero derivative when x < 0, compared with ReLU. Finally, the ships' features extracted by the backbone network are transmitted to the detection network for ship detection.
Detection Network
A detection network is used to perform ship detection. From Figure 4 , in order to fully absorb the features extracted from the backbone network and improve detection accuracy, the detection network is established by using C-CNNs. (In our experiments, if detection networks all use DS-CNNs, the accuracy is far less than 90%, which cannot meet the practical requirements.)
Multi-Scale Detection Mechanism
Considering the diversity of ship sizes in the SSDD dataset, we set three different detection networks (detection network-1, detection network-2, and detection network-3), inspired by the experience of YOLO [32] and SSD [33] , to detect ships under three different scales. Detection network-1 is designed for detecting big size ships, detection network-2 is designed for detecting medium size ships, and detection network-3 is designed for detecting small size ships. Figure 6 is the diagram of multi-scale detection. As is shown in Figure 6 , for example, if the size of the input image is L × L, the size of the output feature maps are L/32 × L/32 in the detection network-1, L/16 × L/16 in the detection network-2, and L/8 × L/8 in the detection network-3. Therefore, our network will generate predictive bounding boxes based on these feature maps. By using multi-scale mechanism, the detection accuracy can be greatly improved. Detailed research of multi-scale detection will be introduced in Section 5.4.3.
Backbone Network
Figure 6. Multi-scale detection mechanism.
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Concatenation Mechanism
In addition, considering that our method has faster detection speed, but may reduce accuracy. Therefore, to improve the detection accuracy, we also adopted concatenation mechanism (two blue arrows in Figure 4) , inspired from the experience of DenseNet [47] . Figure 7 is the diagram of concatenation mechanism. From Figure 7 , the two inputs of the concatenation (marked in a red rectangular frame) are A and B. We directly concatenated A and B as an output C without any other operations. In addition, B is generated by some subsequent convolution operations of A, which means the feature maps of A are shallow features and the feature maps of B are deep features. Therefore, the feature maps of C are the combination of shallow features and deep features. In this way, our network can achieve feature fusions and improve accuracy. Especially, the sizes of the two input feature maps (A and B) must be the same, while the number of channels need not be equal. The number of the output channels (C) is the sum of the numbers of the two inputs channels (A and B).
Therefore, to improve the detection accuracy, we also adopted concatenation mechanism (two blue 317 arrows in Figure 4) , inspired from the experience of DenseNet [47] . In our experiments, we concatenated the outputs from different depth layers, which can achieve 328 feature fusions and improve accuracy. As is shown in Figure 4 , we concatenated P-Conv2D_11 layer
329
and UpSampling2D_1 layer for the detection network-2, and P-Conv2D_5 layer and
330
UpSampling2D_2 layer for the detection network-3. For Concatenate_1 layer, the P-Conv2D_11 In our experiments, we concatenated the outputs from different depth layers, which can achieve feature fusions and improve accuracy. As is shown in Figure 4 , we concatenated P-Conv2D_11 layer and UpSampling2D_1 layer for the detection network-2, and P-Conv2D_5 layer and UpSampling2D_2 layer for the detection network-3. For Concatenate_1 layer, the P-Conv2D_11 layer (10 × 10 × 512) and the UpSampling2D_1 layer (10 × 10 × 16) are its inputs, so the size of the output is 10 × 10 × 528 (512 + 16 = 528). For Concatenate_2 layer, the P-Conv2D_9 layer (20 × 20 × 256) and the UpSampling2D_2 layer (20 × 20 × 8) are its inputs, so the size of the output is 20 × 20 × 264 (256 + 8 = 264). In particular, the UpSampling2D_1 layer is to ensure the same size between Conv2D_5 layer (5 × 5 × 16) and P-Conv2D_11 layer (10 × 10 × 512), whose up-sampling multiple is 2. Similarly, the UpSampling2D_2 layer is to ensure the same size between Conv2D_9 (10 × 10 × 8) and P-Conv2D_5 (20 × 20 × 256), whose up-sampling multiple is also 2. Detailed research of concatenation mechanism will be introduced in Section 5.4.4.
Ship Detection Model
In this section, firstly, we will introduce the ship detection process of our method. Then, we will introduce the anchor box mechanism. Finally, we will present the evaluation indexes of SAR ship detection.
Detection Process
We designed our high-speed SAR ship detection system utilizing the basic idea of one-stage detectors [30] [31] [32] for their faster detection speed than two-stage detectors. Figure 8 shows the detection process of our proposed DS-CNN ship detection system. The detailed ship detection process is as follows.
Step 1: Input SAR images to be detected. See Figure 8a .
Step 2: Resize images into L × L. See Figure 8b . In order to make images of different sizes have the same feature dimension, we need to resize all the images into L × L by resampling. Here, L is a variable that can be adjusted to make a tradeoff between accuracy and speed in our experiments. In particular, since our network can be regarded as 32 times down-sampling (Input: L; Detection network-1: L/32), L must be a multiple of 32. Detailed research of L will be introduced in Section 5.4.1. Figure 8 shows the detection process of our proposed DS-CNN ship detection system. The 347 detailed ship detection process is as follows. High-speed SAR ship detection system
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Step 5 Step 1: Input SAR images to be detected. See Figure 8a .
349
Step 2: Resize images into L × L. See Figure 8b .
350
In order to make images of different sizes have the same feature dimension, we need to resize
351
all the images into L × L by resampling. Here, L is a variable that can be adjusted to make a tradeoff
352
between accuracy and speed in our experiments. In particular, since our network can be regarded as We divided images into S × S grids inspired by the basic idea of YOLO [30] . Here, S has three 357 different values for three different detection scales introduced in Figure 6 of Section 3.2.1: Step 3: Divide images into S × S grids. See Figure 8c . We divided images into S × S grids inspired by the basic idea of YOLO [30] . Here, S has three different values for three different detection scales introduced in Figure 6 of Section 3.2.1:
For example, if L = 160, then S = 5, 10, 20. Then, the images will be divided into 5 × 5 grids in the detection network-1, 10 × 10 grids in the detection network-2, and 20 × 20 grids in the detection network-3.
Step 4: Locate ships' center. See Figure 8d . When performing ship detection, our network can automatically locate the ships' center. This ability can be obtained by learning from the ground truth (real ships) in the training set. If the center of a ship falls into a grid cell, that grid cell is responsible for detecting this ship. For example, in Figure 8d , cell P is responsible for detecting ship 1, and cell Q is responsible for detecting ship 2.
Besides, in order to calculate the loss function in Section 5.2, we also defined the probability that cell i contains ships as follows:
Equation (13) means that as long as cell i contains a ship or a part of a ship, the probability that cell i contains a ship is 1, otherwise 0. For example, in Figure 8d , cell A, B, C, D, E, F, P, and Q all contain ships, so:
For other cells, the probability is zero.
Step 5: Generate B bounding boxes. See Figure 8e . Each grid cell generates B bounding boxes and scores for these boxes. Here, B is a variable that can be adjusted to make a tradeoff between accuracy and speed in experiments. Besides, these B bounding boxes in Figure 8e may have different sizes coming from the use of different features. For example, in Figure 8e , if B = 3, grid cell P will generate 3 bounding boxes for ship 1, and grid cell Q will generate 3 bounding boxes for ship 2 (marked in blue in Figure 8e ).
Additionally, each bounding box contains five predictive parameters (x, y, w, h, score), where (x, y) is the coordinate of the top left vertex, w is the width, and h is the height (marked in Figure 8f ).
The score of each bounding box is defined by [30] :
where IoU is the intersection over union. IoU is defined by:
where B P is the prediction box and B G is the ground truth box. Detailed research of the value of B will be introduced in Section 5.4.5.
Step 6: Non-maximum suppression (NMS) [50] . See Figure 8f . In
Step 5, there are B bounding boxes for each ship. Here, we retained the one with the maximum score from these boxes, and the others B-1 bounding boxes from Step 5 are suppressed.
Step 7: Coordinate mapping (Detection results). See Figure 8g . From Step 2, our ship detection model detects ships in L × L images, and these L × L images are obtained by resampling the original images. However, the final prediction box should be drawn in the original images. Therefore, we need to map the coordinates of the prediction box obtained from Step 6 to the original images. Here, our system finally completed the task of ship detection.
Anchor Box Mechanism
Anchor box mechanism was first proposed by Ren et al. in Faster R-CNN [28] , which has been used in many object detectors, such as YOLO, SSD, etc. In our model, it is used to address the drawback that each grid cell detects only one ship, which may lead to more missed detection cases. Next, we will take an example to illustrate.
For example, in Figure 9a , an original SAR image contains densely distributed small ships. Additionally, from Figure 9b , cell P simultaneously contains ship A and ship B. However, from Figure 8 , our ship detection system finally generates only one prediction box (the one with the maximum score) for a grid cell. Therefore, one of the ships is bound to be missed. In order to solve this problem, the anchor box mechanism was proposed.
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and detection network-3). More detailed about anchor box can be found in reference [31] . Figure 9b is a diagram of the anchor box mechanism. We set 3 anchor boxes for each detection scale (detection network-1, detection network-2, and detection network-3). For example, for one of three scales, in Figure 9b , our system will assign the detection task of ship A to the anchor box N, and the detection task of ship B to the anchor box M. For the anchor box L, it will be deleted finally according to IoU(B P , B G ). Each detection scale has 3 anchor boxes, so our system has 9 anchor boxes in all for 3 detection scales, so it can detect up to 9 ships in the same grid cell. In this way, the detection accuracy of small ships with dense distribution gets improved. Besides, 9 anchor boxes is sufficient because in the SSDD dataset, each grid cell contains less than 9 ships. However, for other dataset, the maximum number of anchor boxes may be different. Detailed research of the number of anchor boxes will be introduced in Section 5.4.5.
In our experiments, we automatically obtained the size of the anchor box by k-means cluster analysis as is shown in Figure 9c . The cluster centroids were significantly different than hand-picked anchor boxes. There were fewer short, wide boxes and taller, thin boxes [31] . Additionally, if we use standard k-means with Euclidean distance, larger boxes generate more error than smaller boxes [31] . However, what we really want are priors that lead to good IoU scores, which are independent of the size of the box. Thus, for our distance metric, we use [31] : Table 1 shows the size of each anchor box for three scales (detection network-1, detection network-2, and detection network-3). More detailed about anchor box can be found in reference [31] . 
Evaluation Index
Detection Accuracy
Precision is defined by:
where TP is the number of the True Positive and FP is the number of the False Positive. In addition, TP can be understood that real ships are correctly detected, and FP can be understood as missed detection. Recall is defined by:
where FN is the number of the False Negative. In addition, FN can be understood as false alarm. Mean average precision (mAP) is defined by:
where P is precision, R is recall, and P(R) is precision-recall (P-R) curve. Apparently, mAP is a comprehensive evaluation index, which combines precision and recall. Therefore, in our work, we used mAP to represent detection accuracy.
Detection Speed
The ship detection time of each SAR image is expressed as:
Frames per second (FPS) is defined by:
FPS means that object detectors can detect the number of images in one second (mathematical reciprocal of time). Therefore, in our work, we used FPS to represent detection speed.
Experiments
In this section, firstly, we will introduce the SSDD dataset used in this paper. Then, we will introduce the loss function. Afterwards, we will introduce our training strategies. Finally, we will introduce the establishment process of the SAR ship detection model through five types of researches.
Our experimental hardware platform is a personal computer (PC) with the hardware configuration of Intel(R) i9-9900K CPU @3.60GHz, NVIDIA RTX2080Ti GPU, and 32G memory. Our experiments are performed on PyCharm [51] software platform, with Python 3.5 language. Our programs are written based on the Keras framework [52] , a Python-based deep learning library with TensorFlow [53] as backend. In addition, we call GPU through CUDA 10.0 and cuDNN 7.6 for training acceleration.
In our experiments, to achieve better detection accuracy, we set IoU = 0.5 and score = 0.5 as detection thresholds, which means that if the probability of a bounding box containing a ship is greater than or equal to 50%, it is retained. In fact, these two detection thresholds can be dynamically adjusted as a good tradeoff between false alarm and missed detection according to the actual detection results.
Dataset
In the DL field, a dataset that has been correctly labeled is a momentous prerequisite for research. Therefore, we chose an open SSDD dataset [35] to verify the correctness and feasibility of our proposed method. Table 2 shows the detailed descriptions of SSDD. From Table 2 , there are 1160 SAR images in SSDD dataset coming from three different sensors and there are 2358 ships in these images, with 2.03 ships in one image on average. These 1160 SAR images are labeled by Li et al. [35] by using LabelImg [54] , an image annotation software. SAR images in this dataset possess different satellite sensors, various polarization modes, multiple resolutions, different scenes, and abundant ship sizes, so it can verify the robustness of methods. Therefore, many scholars [10, 21, 35, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] conducted research based on it for a better comparison. 
Loss Function
The task of ship detection is to provide five parameters (x, y, w, h, score) of a prediction box. Therefore, our loss function is mainly composed of the errors of these five parameters.
Loss function of the predictive coordinates (x, y) is defined by:
where (x i , y i ) is the coordinate of the i-th ship's ground truth box, (x i,j ,ŷ i,j ) is the coordinate of the i-th ship's prediction box of the j-th grid cell. Loss function of the predictive width and height (w, h) is defined by:
where (w i , h i ) is the width and height of the i-th ship's ground truth box, (ŵ i,j ,ĥ i,j ) is the width and height of the i-th ship's prediction box of the j-th grid cell. Loss function of the predictive confidence (score) is defined by:
whereŝ i,j is the score of the i-th ship's prediction box of the j-th grid cell, and γ is a weight coefficient. Therefore, the total loss function is:
where α, β and γ are the weight coefficients, which indicate the weight of various types of loss in the total loss. In particular, here, γ is the same as that in Equation (24), inspired from the experience of reference [30] .
In our ship detection model, we set α = β = 5 and γ = 0.5, inspired by the experience of YOLO [30] . By using Equation (25) , our model will have a good convergence in training process, which is a critical premise for our work. The good convergence in training process will be presented in Figure 10 of Section 5.3.
Training Strategies
We randomly divided the dataset into a training set, a validation set and a test set according to the ratio of 7:2:1. The training set is used to train the model, the verification set is used to adjust the model to avoid over-fitting, and the test set is used to evaluate the performance of the model.
We used adaptive moment estimation (Adam) algorithm [64] to realize the iteration of network parameters. We trained the network for 100 epochs with batch size = 8, which means that every eight samples complete a parameter update. For the first 50 epochs, the learning rate was set to 0.001; for the last 50 epochs, the learning rate was changed to 0.0001 in order to further reduce the loss. In the last 50 epochs, if the loss of verification set does not decrease for three consecutive times, the learning rate will automatically decrease.
For the deeper layers of our backbone network, we adopted dropout mechanism [65] to accelerate the learning speed of the network and avoid over-fitting, by which each neuron loses its activity at a 0.1% probability. In addition, in order to further avoid over-fitting of the whole network, we also adopted early stopping mechanism [66] , by which if the loss of the verification set does not decrease for 10 consecutive times, the network is forced to stop training. detection model was retained and others were deleted. 527 Figure 10 shows the loss curves of the training set and the validation set. From Figure 10 , for 528 one thing, the loss can be reduced rapidly, which shows that the loss function we set in Section 5.2 is 529 effective (only need 10 epochs from 3500 loss to 45 loss, a good convergence). For another thing, the 530 gap between the loss of the validation set and the training set is very narrow, which indicates that 531 there is not an over-fitting phenomenon in our network, so our training strategies are effective and 532 feasible. In particular, in Figure 10 , this network trained only 77 epochs due to the early stopping 533 mechanism. In fact, in our experiments, almost every training was forced to stop (<100 epochs), 534 which reflected the powerful and effective role of early stopping mechanism. Especially, in order to reduce the number of iterations and avoid falling into local optimum, we first pre-trained our network on ImageNet dataset [40] . In the DL field, ImageNet pre-training [67] is a normal practice, which has adopted by many other object detectors. Certainly, we can also start training from scratch [68] , but it reduces the accuracy by 4% in our experiments. Detailed research of pre-training will be introduced in Section 5.4.2.
We also used TensorBoard [53] , a visualization tool of TensorFlow, to facilitate the monitor of the training process. In our experiments, we saved the model only when the loss of the verification set of the current epoch is better than that of the previous epoch. Finally, the optimal SAR ship detection model was retained and others were deleted. Figure 10 shows the loss curves of the training set and the validation set. From Figure 10 , for one thing, the loss can be reduced rapidly, which shows that the loss function we set in Section 5.2 is effective (only need 10 epochs from 3500 loss to 45 loss, a good convergence). For another thing, the gap between the loss of the validation set and the training set is very narrow, which indicates that there is not an over-fitting phenomenon in our network, so our training strategies are effective and feasible. In particular, in Figure 10 , this network trained only 77 epochs due to the early stopping mechanism. In fact, in our experiments, almost every training was forced to stop (<100 epochs), which reflected the powerful and effective role of early stopping mechanism.
Establishment of Model
Next, we will establish the most suitable high-speed SAR ship detection model through the following five types of researches.
Research on Image Size
From Figure 8 , the images to be detected are resized into L × L by resampling. Then, we need to determine the final exact value of L to obtain a better detection performance. Therefore, we studied the influence of different values of L on detection performance. In particular, since our network can be regarded as 32 times down-sampling (Input: L; Detection network-1: L/32), L must be a multiple of 32.
Thus, we set:
to conduct comparative experiments. In addition, these ten groups of experiments were conducted under the following same conditions: Table 3 shows the evaluation indexes of research on image size. Figure 11a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 11b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). 
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In addition, these ten groups of experiments were conducted under the following same 553 Table 3 shows the evaluation indexes of research on image size. Figure 11a shows the 554 precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 11b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). 
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(a) From Table 3 and Figure 11 , we can draw the following conclusions:
(1) The detection accuracy becomes higher with the increase of L when L < 160 (marked in green in Figure 11b ). The detection accuracy is the highest when L = 160. The detection accuracy does not increase any more, but fluctuates slightly when L > 160; (2) The detection speed becomes lower with the increase of L (marked in pink in Figure 11b ).
This phenomenon is in line with common sense because large-size images have more pixels, leading to more computation.
Finally, we chose L = 160 as a tradeoff between accuracy and speed in our final model. For one thing, it has relatively high accuracy (94.13% mAP). For another thing, its detection speed does not decrease too much, compared with L = 32 (from 124 FPS to 111 FPS).
Research on Pretraining
In the DL field, in recent years, a common practice is to pre-train the model on some large-scale datasets (such as ImageNet dataset) and then fine-tune the model on other target tasks with less training data [67] . Compared with 1.26 million images in ImageNet, the number of SAR images in SSDD dataset is very small (only 1160 images). Therefore, we studied the effect of pretraining on ImageNet on detection performance.
We arranged two groups of experiments, one for pretraining on ImageNet and the other for non-pretraining on ImageNet, and these two groups of experiments were conducted under the following same conditions:
(a) L = 160; (b) Two concatenations; (c) Three detection scales; (d) Nine anchor boxes. Table 4 shows the evaluation indexes of research on pretraining. Figure 12a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 12b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). 
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We arranged two groups of experiments, one for pretraining on ImageNet and the other for 580 Table 4 shows the evaluation indexes of research on pretraining. Figure 12a shows the 581 precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 12b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). From Table 4 and Figure 12 , we can draw the following conclusions: From Table 4 and Figure 12 , we can draw the following conclusions:
(1) The detection accuracy of pretraining on ImageNet is superior to that of non-pretraining.
This phenomenon shows that pretraining is an effective way to improve the detection accuracy; (2) The detection speed of pretraining and non-pretraining is similar (110 FPS and 111 FPS) because the pre-training is only carried out in the training process, it does not affect the subsequent actual detection.
Although pretraining on ImageNet is time-consuming before establishing the model, it can improve the accuracy considerably. Therefore, finally, we still chose pretraining on ImageNet in our final model.
Research on Multi-Scale Detection Mechanism
In our network, we set three different detection networks (detection network-1, detection network-2, and detection network-3) to detect ships with different sizes (L/32, L/16, and L/8), as is shown in Figure 6 . Therefore, we made a further research on multi-scale detection to confirm that it can indeed improve the detection accuracy.
We arranged seven groups of comparative experiments under the following same conditions:
(a) L = 160; (b) Pretraining; (c) Two concatenations; (d) Nine anchor boxes. Table 5 shows the evaluation indexes of research on multi-scale detection mechanism. Figure 13a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 13b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). shown in Figure 6 . Therefore, we made a further research on multi-scale detection to confirm that it 598 can indeed improve the detection accuracy.
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We arranged seven groups of comparative experiments under the following same conditions: 604 Table 5 shows the evaluation indexes of research on multi-scale detection mechanism. Figure   605 13a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 13b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and 606 FPS (speed). From Table 5 and Figure 13 , we can draw the following conclusions: From Table 5 and Figure 13 , we can draw the following conclusions:
(1) The detection accuracy shows a upward trend with the increase of the number of detection scales. If using only one scale, the detection accuracy is the lowest. If using two scales, the detection accuracy is better than that of one scale. However, it is still too poor to meet the actual needs (mAP < 90%). If using all three scales, the detection accuracy is the highest (mAP = 94.13%). This phenomenon shows that multi-scale detection mechanism can indeed improve detection accuracy; ( 2) The detection speed shows a downward trend with the increase of the number of detection scales.
This phenomenon is in line with common sense because the size of the network has increased.
In addition, in the SSDD dataset, the smallest size of ship is 4 × 7 and the biggest size of ship is 211 × 298. Ships from the smallest to the biggest can all be detected successfully by these three different detection scales. In other words, three different detection scales are sufficient. Certainly, if more detection scales are used, the detection accuracy may be higher while the detection speed is bound to decline.
Therefore, finally, we chose three detection scales in our final model, which can achieve the best detection accuracy.
Research on Concatenation Mechanism
In our detection network, we set two concatenations to achieve feature fusion, as is shown in Figure 4 . Therefore, we studied the effect of concatenation and non-concatenation.
We arranged two groups of comparative experiments under the following same conditions:
(a) L = 160; (b) Pretraining; (c) Three detection scales; (d) Nine anchor boxes. Table 6 shows the evaluation indexes of research on concatenation mechanism. Figure 14a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 14b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). 2) The detection speed shows a downward trend with the increase of the number of detection 617 scales. This phenomenon is in line with common sense because the size of the network has 618 increased.
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In addition, in the SSDD dataset, the smallest size of ship is 4×7 and the biggest size of ship is 620 211×298. Ships from the smallest to the biggest can all be detected successfully by these three 621 different detection scales. In other words, three different detection scales are sufficient. Certainly, if 622 more detection scales are used, the detection accuracy may be higher while the detection speed is 623 bound to decline.
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Research on Concatenation Mechanism
627
In our detection network, we set two concatenations to achieve feature fusion, as is shown in 628 Figure 4 . Therefore, we studied the effect of concatenation and non-concatenation.
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We arranged two groups of comparative experiments under the following same conditions: 634 Table 6 shows the evaluation indexes of research on concatenation mechanism. Figure 14a 635
shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 14b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS
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(speed). From Table 6 and Figure 14 , we can draw the following conclusions: From Table 6 and Figure 14 , we can draw the following conclusions:
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(1) The detection accuracy of concatenation is superior to that of non-concatenation (94.13% mAP > 92.43% mAP). This phenomenon shows that concatenation mechanism can indeed improve detection accuracy because the shallow features and deep features have been fully integrated; (2) The detection speed of concatenation and non-concatenation is almost equal (112 FPS and 111 FPS), because only two concatenations does not increase network parameters too much.
Finally, in order to obtain better detection accuracy, we adopted the concatenation mechanism in our final model.
Research on Anchor Box Mechanism
Finally, we also studied the influence of the number of anchor boxes on the detection performance. Therefore, we arranged three groups of experiments, and the number of their anchor boxes were 3, 6, and 9, respectively. If there are 3 anchor boxes, then each detection scale generates only one bounding box. If there are 6 anchor boxes, then each detection scale generates two bounding boxes. If there are 9 anchor boxes, then each detection scale generates three bounding boxes. Besides, 9 anchor boxes are sufficient, because, in the SSDD dataset, a grid cell contains less than 9 ships. However, for other dataset, the maximum number of anchor boxes may be different.
In addition, the three groups of experiments were conducted under the following same conditions:
(a) L = 160; (b) Pretraining; (c) Two concatenations; (d) Three detection scales. Table 7 shows the evaluation indexes of research on anchor box mechanism. Figure 15a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 15b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). 2) The detection speed of concatenation and non-concatenation is almost equal (112 FPS and 645 111 FPS), because only two concatenations does not increase network parameters too 646 much.
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Finally, in order to obtain better detection accuracy, we adopted the concatenation mechanism 648 in our final model. boxes. Besides, 9 anchor boxes are sufficient, because, in the SSDD dataset, a grid cell contains less 656 than 9 ships. However, for other dataset, the maximum number of anchor boxes may be different.
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In addition, the three groups of experiments were conducted under the following same 663 Table 7 shows the evaluation indexes of research on anchor box mechanism. Figure 15a shows 664 the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 15b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). From Table 7 and Figure 15 , we can draw the following conclusions: From Table 7 and Figure 15 , we can draw the following conclusions:
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(1) The detection accuracy becomes higher with the increase of the number of anchor boxes.
One possible reason is that more anchor boxes can improve the detection accuracy of densely distributed small ships; (2) The detection speed is not greatly affected by the number of anchor boxes, because the number of the network parameters are invariable for these three cases and only a small amount of follow-up processing is added with the increase of the number of anchor boxes.
In addition, for these three cases, we also compared the detection results of some small ships with the dense distribution. Figure 16 shows the ship detection results of a SAR image with densely distributed small ships. In Figure 16a , there are 27 real ships in the image. In Figure 16b , for 3 anchor boxes, 15 ships are detected successfully and 12 ships are missed detected. In Figure 16c , for 6 anchor boxes, 21 ships are detected successfully and 6 ships are missed detected. In Figure 16d , for 9 anchor boxes, 25 ships are detected successfully and 1 ship is missed detected, meanwhile a false alarm case appears. In brief, if there are more anchor boxes, our model has a lower missed detection rate for those small and densely distributed ships.
One possible reason is that more anchor boxes can improve the detection accuracy of 670 densely distributed small ships;
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2) The detection speed is not greatly affected by the number of anchor boxes, because the 672 number of the network parameters are invariable for these three cases and only a small 673 amount of follow-up processing is added with the increase of the number of anchor boxes.
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In addition, for these three cases, we also compared the detection results of some small ships 675 with the dense distribution. Figure 16 shows the ship detection results of a SAR image with densely 676 distributed small ships. In Figure 16a , there are 27 real ships in the image. In Figure 16b 697 Figure 17 shows the visualization of some important feature maps. In Figure 17a , the image is 698 resized into 160×160, and the number of channels is 3. In Figure 17b , after the convolution operation Therefore, finally, we chose 9 anchor boxes in our final model, which can improve the accuracy of small ships.
Visualization of Feature Maps
Through the above five types of researches in Section 5.4, we determined our final high-speed SAR ship detection model, and the specific parameters are as follows: After building the model, in order to more vividly present the processing of the input image by deep neural networks, we visualized some important feature maps of our network (input, output of the 1 st layer, output of backbone network, output of detection network-1, output of detection network-2, and output of detection network-3). Besides, the visualization of feature maps is also convenient to understand the process of feature extraction by deep neural networks. Figure 17 shows the visualization of some important feature maps. In Figure 17a , the image is resized into 160 × 160, and the number of channels is 3. In Figure 17b , after the convolution operation of the 1 st layer (Conv2D_1 in Figure 4) , the size of all feature maps is 80 × 80 × 32, where 80 is the number of width pixels and height pixels and 32 is the number of channels. From Figure 17b , the features extracted from deep networks are abstract and difficult to explain (maybe texture, edge, shape, etc.), which is a consensus in the DL field [20, 69] . Even this, computers can surprisingly accurately detect objects based on these abstract features, which subverts the feature extraction theory of traditional methods. In Figure 17c , after processing of the backbone network, the outputs consist of 1024 feature maps with the size of 5 × 5 (P-Conv2D_13 in Figure 4) . Then, these 1024 feature maps are inputted into three detection networks for ship detection. In Figure 17d , there are 18 feature maps with the size of 5 × 5 (L/32) for detecting big size ships. In Figure 17e , there are 18 feature maps with the size of 10 × 10 (L/16) for detecting medium size ships. In Figure 17f , there are 18 feature maps with the size of 20 × 20 (L/8) for detecting small size ships. Finally, our model will generate prediction boxes based on the feature maps of Figure 17d -f. More details about the visualization of feature maps can be found in reference [69] .
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In this section, firstly, we will carry out actual ship detection on the test set of SSDD dataset.
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Results of Ship Detection on Test Set
720 Figure 18 shows the SAR ship detection results of some sample images in the SSDD dataset.
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From Figure 18 , real ships in various backgrounds can almost be detected correctly, which shows 722 that our ship detection system has strong robustness. In addition, there are also some false alarm
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and missed detection cases. For the former, one possible reason is the high similarity between other 724 port facilities and ships. For the latter, one possible reason is that these ships are densely distributed
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and too small, which bring some obstacles to the system for their lower IoU scores. In a word, from 726 a subjective point of view in Figure 18 , our model achieves satisfactory ship detection results. 
Results
In this section, firstly, we will carry out actual ship detection on the test set of SSDD dataset. Then, to verify the migration capability of the model, we will also carry out actual ship detection in a wide-region large-size Sentinel-1 SAR image. Finally, we will make a performance comparison between our method and other methods on the SSDD dataset. In addition, we did not show the performance comparison results on the Sentinel-1 SAR image, because of: (1) the similar conclusions to that on the SSDD dataset; (2) page limit. Figure 18 shows the SAR ship detection results of some sample images in the SSDD dataset. From Figure 18 , real ships in various backgrounds can almost be detected correctly, which shows that our ship detection system has strong robustness. In addition, there are also some false alarm and missed detection cases. For the former, one possible reason is the high similarity between other port facilities and ships. For the latter, one possible reason is that these ships are densely distributed and too small, which bring some obstacles to the system for their lower IoU scores. In a word, from a subjective point of view in Figure 18 , our model achieves satisfactory ship detection results.
Results of Ship Detection on Test Set
Then, we objectively evaluated our model on the test set of SSDD. Table 8 shows the evaluation indexes of the test set of SSDD. Figure 19a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 19b Then, we objectively evaluated our model on the test set of SSDD. Table 8 shows the evaluation
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indexes of the test set of SSDD. Figure 19a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 19b is 729 the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). From Figure 19 and Table 8 , we can draw the following conclusions:
734
1) The detection accuracy of our method is 94.13% mAP, which can meet the requirement of
735
SAR ship detection;
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2) The detection speed of our method is 111 FPS, which can detect 111 SAR images in the
737
SSDD dataset per second. The number of SAR images in the test set of the SSDD dataset is From Figure 19 and Table 8 , we can draw the following conclusions:
(1) The detection accuracy of our method is 94.13% mAP, which can meet the requirement of SAR ship detection; (2) The detection speed of our method is 111 FPS, which can detect 111 SAR images in the SSDD dataset per second. The number of SAR images in the test set of the SSDD dataset is 116 (10% of 1160), and DS-CNN averagely takes 9.03 ms to complete the ship detection of one image. Therefore, DS-CNN takes 1047.48 ms (116 × 9.03 ms) to complete the ship detection of the whole test set. Moreover, there are 182 ships in the test set of the SSDD dataset, then the detection average speed is 5.76 ms/ship (1047.48 ms/182).
Finally, we also compared the detection results of images with severe speckle noise and clear images. Table 9 shows the ship detection evaluation indexes of images with severe speckle noise and clear images. Figure 20a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 20b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). Figure 21 shows the ship detection results of images with severe speckle noise and clear images. Figure 19 . Results of the test set of SSDD. (a) P-R curves; (b) bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed).
From Figure 19 and Table 8 , we can draw the following conclusions: 
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images. Table 9 shows the ship detection evaluation indexes of images with severe speckle noise 743 and clear images. Figure 20a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 20b is the bar graph 744 of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). Figure 21 shows the ship detection results of images with
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severe speckle noise and clear images.
746 Table 9 . Ship detection evaluation indexes of images with severe speckle noise and clear images. From Table 9 , Figures 20 and 21 , we can draw the following conclusions:
(1) The detection accuracy of the nosiy images is superior to that of the clear images (96.91% mAP > 93.63% mAP). This phenomenon seems to be out of line with common sense, because usually, clear images should have higher accuracy than noisy ones. In fact, the possible reasons for this phenomenon are that (1) in the test set of the SSDD dataset (1160 × 10% = 116), the number of moisy images is less than that of clear images (28 of 116 < 88 of 116), which may lead to greater accuracy randomness; (2) noisy images have a single background and contain offshore ships (See Figure 21a) while clear images have more complex backgrounds and contain onshore ships (See Figure 21b) , and evidently, it is more difficulty to detect the onshore ships than the offshore ships; (2) The detection speed of the clear images is similar to that of the nosiy images, because the size of images is the same. (Ground truth is marked in green, missed detection is marked in red, and false alarm is marked in yellow).
From Table 9 , Figure 20 -21, we can draw the following conclusions:
because usually, clear images should have higher accuracy than noisy ones. In fact, the 
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In order to verify that our ship detection model has strong migration ability, we carried out 766 Table 10 shows the descriptions of the Sentinel-1 SAR image to be detected. 
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satisfies the majority of service requirements [72] . It acquires data with a 250 km swath at 5 m by 20 771 m spatial resolution (single look) [72] . IW mode captures three sub-swaths using Terrain
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Observation with Progressive Scans SAR (TOPSAR) [73] .
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We directly divided the original wide-region large-size SAR image (6333 × 4185) into 900 774 sub-images on average, with 211×140 size for each sub-image, and then resized these 900 
Results of Ship Detection on Sentinel-1
In order to verify that our ship detection model has strong migration ability, we carried out actual ship detection on a wide-region large-size Sentinel-1 SAR image with multiple targets and complex backgrounds. We obtained this SAR image from the website of reference [70] , and obtained the ground truth information from the Association for Information Systems (AIS) [71, 72] . Table 10 shows the descriptions of the Sentinel-1 SAR image to be detected. 1 The Interferometric Wide (IW) swath mode is the main acquisition mode over land and satisfies the majority of service requirements [72] . It acquires data with a 250 km swath at 5 m by 20 m spatial resolution (single look) [72] . IW mode captures three sub-swaths using Terrain Observation with Progressive Scans SAR (TOPSAR) [73] .
We directly divided the original wide-region large-size SAR image (6333 × 4185) into 900 sub-images on average, with 211 × 140 size for each sub-image, and then resized these 900 sub-images into 160 × 160. Finally, these sub-images were inputted into our high-speed SAR ship detection system to carry out the actual ship detection. Figure 22 shows the ship detection results of the Sentinel-1 SAR image. From Figure 22 , our method can detect almost all ships (marked in blue). There are some false alarm cases on land (marked in yellow), which is due to the high similarity between these land facilities and real ships. Besides, there are some missed detection cases (marked in red), which may be due to the dense distribution or parallel parking of ships, causing certain difficulties for detection. In short, our method has strong migration ability which can be applied in practical SAR ship detection.
Then, we evaluated our model on the Sentinel-1 SAR image. Table 11 shows the evaluation indexes of the Sentinel-1 SAR image. Figure 23a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 23b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). Then, we evaluated our model on the Sentinel-1 SAR image. Table 11 shows the evaluation 784 indexes of the Sentinel-1 SAR image. Figure 23a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure   785 23b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). method has strong migration ability which can be applied in practical SAR ship detection. Then, we evaluated our model on the Sentinel-1 SAR image. Table 11 shows the evaluation 784 indexes of the Sentinel-1 SAR image. Figure 23a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure   785 23b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). From Table 11 and Figure 23 , our method has high accuracy with 90.36% mAP, which can meet the practical application requirements. The time to divide the wide-region large-size SAR image into small-size sub-images (time of preprocessing) is 54.85 × 10 −3 s by using Python Imaging Library (PIL), an image preprocessing tool. Additionally, our method takes only 8.92 × 10 −3 s for one sub-image (160 × 160) similar to the detection time in SSDD dataset (9.03 × 10 −3 s), and takes only 8.09 s (8.92 × 10 −3 s × 900 + 54.85 × 10 −3 s = 8.09 s) to complete the whole wide-region large-size SAR image detection (6333 × 4185). Therefore, our method is of value in practical application from the above detection results.
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Compared with C-CNN
From Figure 4 , there are 13 DS-CNNs in our backbone network, which are used to extract ships' features. To confirm that DS-CNN can really speed up ship detection and sacrifice little accuracy, we replaced these 13 DS-CNNs in Figure 4 with 13 C-CNNs to carry out further research, as is shown in Figure 24 .
the practical application requirements. The time to divide the wide-region large-size SAR image 790 into small-size sub-images (time of preprocessing) is 54.85×10 -3 s by using Python Imaging Library detection (6333 × 4185). Therefore, our method is of value in practical application from the above 795 detection results. 
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In particular, we only compared the detection speed of small-size sub-images in the test set of 809 the SSDD dataset, because the faster detection speed of small-size sub-images will naturally bring 810 about the increase of detection speed of wide-region large-size images. Table 12 shows the evaluation indexes of C-CNN and DS-CNN. Figure 25a shows the 812 precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 25b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed).
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From Table 12 and Figure 25 , we can draw the following conclusions:
does not decline the detection accuracy too much;
817
2) The detection speed of DS-CNN is 2.7 times than C-CNN (111 FPS > 41 FPS). This 818 phenomenon shows that DS-CNN can indeed improve the detection speed by using Figure 24 . Replace DS-CNN in Figure 4 with C-CNN.
In addition, in order to ensure the rationality of the study, we arranged the following two groups of experiments under the following same conditions: In particular, we only compared the detection speed of small-size sub-images in the test set of the SSDD dataset, because the faster detection speed of small-size sub-images will naturally bring about the increase of detection speed of wide-region large-size images. Table 12 shows the evaluation indexes of C-CNN and DS-CNN. Figure 25a shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 25b is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). From Table 12 and Figure 25 , we can draw the following conclusions:
(1) The detection accuracy of DS-CNN is slightly lower than C-CNN (94.13% mAP < 94.39% mAP). This phenomenon shows that using DS-CNN to build a network is feasible and does not decline the detection accuracy too much; (2) The detection speed of DS-CNN is 2.7 times than C-CNN (111 FPS > 41 FPS). This phenomenon shows that DS-CNN can indeed improve the detection speed by using D-Conv2D and P-Conv2D to replace C-CNN.
Especially, it is meaningful to increase the detection speed from 41 FPS to 111 FPS for 160 × 160 images. For example, DS-CNN only takes 10.45 s to complete the ship detection task of 1160 SAR images in the SSDD dataset, while C-CNN needs 28.2 s. In general, even millisecond level time saving is meaningful and valuable in the field of image processing. In addition, for the wide-region large-size SAR image (6333 × 4185) in Figure 22 , the detection time of DS-CNN is 8.09 s, while that of C-CNN is 21.8 s. From the perspective of image processing, such much time saving is remarkable, which can facilitate subsequent reprocessing (such as ship classification) and improve efficiency of full-link SAR application. Most noteworthy, generally, the size of SAR images acquired from spaceborne SAR satellites is often larger (tens of thousands of pixels × tens of thousands of pixels), so in this case, the advantages of DS-CNN will be better reflected.
We also compared the network sizes of C-CNN and DS-CNN. In the DL field, the number of network parameters, model file size, and weight file size are often used to measure the size of the network. Therefore, we made a comparison from the above three perspectives to illustrate the lightweight nature of our network. Table 13 shows the network sizes of C-CNN and DS-CNN. From Table 13 , the number of network parameters of our proposed DS-CNN is only 3,299,862, which is about one-ninth of the C-CNN's (28, 352, 054) . Similarly, the model file size and weight file size are nearly one-tenth of the C-CNN's. Therefore, our network is lighter, leading to higher training efficiency and faster detection speed, which accords with the theoretical analysis before in Section 2.3. Figure 26 shows the ship detection results of C-CNN and DS-CNN. From Figure 26 , both C-CNN and DS-CNN can detect almost all ships successfully, with similar accuracy. In addition, for the second image in Figure 26 , DS-CNN generates more missed detection cases (the number of missed detection is (3) than C-CNN (the number of missed detection is (1) . One possible reason is that DS-CNN does not adequately extract features from the inshore ships.
Therefore, our method is effective and brilliant. Despite of the slight sacrifice of accuracy for the inshore ships, the detection speed has got largely improved.
Compared with Other Object Detectors
In order to prove that our method can authentically achieve high-speed ship detection, we also compared the performance with other object detectors, such as Faster R-CNN, RetinaNet, SSD, YOLOv1, YOLOv2, YOLOv2-tiny, YOLOv3, and YOLOv3-tiny. Here, YOLOv2-tiny and YOLOv3-tiny are two lightweight networks that improve YOLOv2 and YOLOv3 respectively, proposed by Redmon et al. [31, 32] . Moreover, in order to ensure the rationality of experiments, these other object detectors are implemented on the same platform, and the training mechanism is basically consistent. 
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Especially, the detection speed of the traditional feature extraction methods is quite slow, 862 Table 14 shows the evaluation indexes of different object detectors. Figure 27 shows the 863 precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 28 is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). Especially, the detection speed of the traditional feature extraction methods is quite slow, whose detection time reaches several seconds or more per image, while the modern DL methods only need tens or hundreds of milliseconds per image. Therefore, we ignored the comparison with the traditional feature extraction methods. Table 14 shows the evaluation indexes of different object detectors. Figure 27 shows the precision-recall (P-R) curves and Figure 28 is the bar graph of mAP (accuracy) and FPS (speed). From Table 14 and Figures 27 and 28 , we can draw the following conclusions:
864
(1) The detection accuracy of our method is slightly lower than RetinaNet (94.13% mAP < 95.68% mAP). However, our detection speed is almost 37 times faster than RetinaNet. Therefore, it is of far-reaching significance that a little sacrifice of accuracy brings about a multiplier increase in speed; (2) The detection accuracy of our method is also slightly lower than YOLOv3 (94.13% mAP < 95.34% mAP). However, our detection speed is 2.47 times faster than YOLOv3. Therefore, our approach is still excellent because we traded 2.1% accuracy for a 147% speed increase; (3) The detection accuracy and speed of our method are all superior to Faster R-CNN, SSD, YOLOv1, YOLOv2, and YOLOv3-tiny; (4) The detection speed of our method is slightly faster than YOLOv2-tiny (111 FPS > 107 FPS).
However, the detection accuracy of YOLOv2-tiny is too poor to meet the actual detection requirements at all (44.40% mAP), which is far lower than that of our method (94.13% mAP); (5) The detection speed of our method is superior to all other methods (9.03 ms per image and 111 FPS); (6) Our method has not only the fastest detection speed but also satisfactory accuracy (Both mAP and FPS are high in Figure 28 ), while other methods cannot maintain a good balance between accuracy and speed. From Table 14 and Figure 27 -28, we can draw the following conclusions:
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3) The detection accuracy and speed of our method are all superior to Faster R-CNN, SSD, Figure 29 shows the ship detection results of some sample images of different object detectors. From Figure 29 , we can draw the following conclusions:
(1) All methods can successfully detect ships in simple sample images, except YOLOv3-tiny and YOLOv2-tiny; (2) YOLOv3-tiny and YOLOv2-tiny generate more missed detection cases; We also compared the network sizes of other object detectors. 
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In summary, by comparing the actual network size, it further more forcefully indicated that 907 our method can achieve high-speed SAR ship detection. We also compared the network sizes of other object detectors. Table 15 shows the network sizes of different object detectors. From Table 15 , our model has the fewest network parameters only 3,299,862, while the numbers of network parameters of other methods are several or even tens of times than that of our method. Moreover, the model file size and the weight file size are also minimal compared with other methods. Therefore, our network is lighter, leading to higher training efficiency and faster detection speed, which also accords with the theoretical analysis before in Section 2.3. In summary, by comparing the actual network size, it further more forcefully indicated that our method can achieve high-speed SAR ship detection.
Compared with References
We also compared our methods with some previous open studies which use the same SSDD dataset. To be clear, here, we replaced NVIDIA RTX2080Ti GPU with NVIDIA GTX1080 GPU to keep the hardware environment basically the same as previous other open studies (References [10, 21, 35, [59] [60] [61] [62] used NVIDIA GTX1080 GPU.). For different performances of different types of GPUs, we have to make such a replacement in order to consider the rationality of the comparison experiment. From Figure 30 , the ship detection speed of our method is 53 FPS under the NVIDIA GTX1080 GPU, which is the half of that under the NVIDIA RTX2080Ti GPU (111 FPS introduced before).
This phenomenon is in line with common sense, because the performance of RTX2080Ti GPU is superior to that of GTX1080 GPU. In Figure 30 , our method has the fastest detection speed compared with the other references under the similar hardware environment with NVIDIA GTX1080 GPU. Most noteworthy, the detection speed of reference [10] is 48 FPS, which is close to that of the method in this paper (53 FPS) . However, the accuracy of reference [10] is lower than ours (Reference [10] : 90.16% mAP; Ours: 94.13% mAP).
Therefore, our method can reliably realize high-speed SAR ship detection. In addition, due to the lacking of specific type GPUs, we cannot make full comparisons between our method and the remaining studies using the same SSDD dataset.
Conclusions
Aiming at the problem that the detection speed of SAR ship is often neglected at present, in this paper, a brand-new light-weight network was established with fewer network parameters by mainly using DS-CNN to achieve high-speed SAR ship detection. DS-CNN is composed of D-Conv2D and P-Conv2D, which substitute for the C-CNN, by which the number of network parameters get greatly decreased. Consequently, the detection speed gets dramatically improved. In addition, multi-scale detection mechanism, concatenation mechanism and anchor box mechanism are integrated into our network to improve the detection accuracy. We verified the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed method on an open SSDD dataset. The experimental results indicated that our method has the faster ship detection speed than other object detectors, under the same hardware platform, with 9.03 ms per image and 111 FPS, meanwhile the detection accuracy is only lightly sacrificed compared with the state-of-art object detectors. Besides, we also discussed the reasons why the proposed method can achieve high-speed ship detection via theoretical complexity analysis and calculation of network size. Our method can achieve high-speed and accurate ship detection simultaneously (111 FPS and 94.13% mAP) compared with other methods, which has great application value in real-time maritime disaster rescue and emergency military planning. 
